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York University
• Third largest university in Canada
• Located in Toronto, Ontario
• Interdisciplinary focus
• 2 campuses 
• 11 faculties
• Over 50,000 students 
Faculty of Science and Engineering
• 5000 students 
• Schools and Depts. offer undergraduate 
and graduate programs in biology, 
chemistry, physics & astronomy, 
mathematics & statistics, computer 
science &engineering, earth and space 
science & engineering, natural science 
and science & technology studies
Astronomy Education and 
Outreach at York
• IYA 2009 provides opportunity for local campus 
outreach in astronomy education
• York Observatory gets visibility for its public 
viewing program
• University promotion of science education 
through science rendezvous and star 
symposium events
• Library participation - astronomy exhibits and by 
engaging both in-library and virtual users
York University Observatory
• Started in 1968
• Two telescopes – 60 cm Cassegrain and 
40 cm LX200 Meade
• Latter used for public viewing
• Responsibility of York faculty member –
Prof. Paul Delaney who is very active in 
public outreach
Online Public Viewing at York 
Observatory
• Started in February 2009 to mark IYA and 
York’s 5Oth birthday. Run by Student 
volunteers every Monday night 
• Chat program with online viewing of night 
sky  adapted from similar program at 
University of Valencia. Uses Adobe 
Acrobat Connect Pro Meeting software.
• Archived images posted in bad weather
• Linked to astronomy.fm
Benefits
• Viewing possible at remote locations – because 
of time difference viewers mostly from North 
America but occasionally from Europe and 
Australia
• Viewers may be newcomers to astronomy or 
amateur astronomers
• Chat is interactive, responds to questions
• Provides opportunity for personal development 
of students
• Links to internet resources possible
• Commentary from astronomy.fm
Online Public Viewing
Uncertain about the weather, check
http://cleardarksky.com/csk/
Promoting OPV at the York 
Observatory on Steacie Facebook
Steacie Science and Engineering 
Library

Subject Collections
• General Science, 
• Computer Science 
• Engineering
• Earth and Space Sciences
• Physics & Astronomy
• Chemistry
• Nursing
• Biology 
• Mathematics and Statistics
• Kinesiology and Neuroscience 
Library Staff
• 4 science librarians
• 2 reference assistants 
• 1 Circulation supervisor
• 3 circulation assistants
• 1 records assistant 
Steacie Science Library Initiatives to 
promote astronomy education
• Astronomy Exhibits Display
• Promotion on Facebook and Yfile/Ylife
online community news bulletin 
• Hawaiian Starlight (CFHT) video projection
• Library Instruction for astronomy courses
• New books blog
Galileo Display at Steacie Library
Telescopes of the World Exhibit
Librarians’ use of Web 2.0 tools 
• Facebook as a promotional tool for astronomy 
topics
• Meebo chat for answering online enquiries from 
large astronomy classes
• New books blog for promoting popular titles in 
astronomy
Promoting the event on Daily Campus 
Newsletter YFile
• Today@York
• International Year of Astronomy Exhibits
In celebration of the International Year of Astronomy, the 
Steacie Science & Engineering Library is spotlighting 
resources related to Galileo and astronomy...
Library Instruction for Astronomy Courses 
using web 2.0 tools
• Natural Science students – 1500 students 
taking natural science as a general 
education requirement. Science librarian 
uses Meebo chat for reference enquiries
• Bethune seminar for science students –
non-astronomy majors. Essay  assignment 
was based on IYA podcast “365 days of 
astronomy”. 
New books blog by subject - Astronomy
IYA Canada Website
Traditional Inuit Night Sky Story 
